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Abstract— The segmentation of categorized objects addresses
the problem of joint segmentation of a single category of object
across a collection of images, where categorized objects are
referred to objects in the same category. Most existing methods
of segmentation of categorized objects made the assumption
that all images in the given image collection contain the target
object. In other words, the given image collection is noise free.
Therefore, they may not work well when there are some noisy
images, which are not in the same category, such as those image
collections gathered by a text query from modern image search
engines. To overcome this limitation, we propose a method for
automatic segmentation and recognition of categorized objects
from noisy Web image collections. This is achieved by cotraining an automatic object segmentation algorithm that operates
directly on a collection of images, and an object category
recognition algorithm that identifies which images contain the
target object. The object segmentation algorithm is trained on
a subset of images from the given image collection, which are
recognized to contain the target object with high confidence,
whereas training the object category recognition model is guided
by the intermediate segmentation results obtained from the object
segmentation algorithm. This way, our cotraining algorithm
automatically identifies the set of true positives in the noisy Web
image collection, and simultaneously extracts the target objects
from all the identified images. Extensive experiments validated
the efficacy of our proposed approach on four data sets: 1) the
Weizmann horse data set; 2) the MSRC object category data
set; 3) the iCoseg data set; and 4) a new 30-categories data set,
including 15 634 Web images with both hand-annotated category
labels and ground truth segmentation labels. It is shown that our
method compares favorably with the state-of-the-art, and has the
ability to deal with noisy image collections.
Index Terms— Segmentation of categorized objects , cosegmentation, object recognition, auto-context model.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

HEN fed with a collection of images in the same
object category, it is beneficial to leverage the high
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level information across the whole image collection to simultaneously extract a foreground object from all images, instead
of segmenting the images independently through modeling
just one single image. Such a problem is referred to as the
segmentation of categorized objects, and has been actively
studied in recent papers [1]–[9].
Nevertheless, most methods of segmentation of categorized
objects were built on the assumption that all images
of the given collection contain the target object, which
renders them unable to handle situations where the given
collection of images contain noisy images which do not
contain the target category of object. Such noisy image
collection may be gathered, e.g., by performing a text
query using one of the main stream image search engines
such as Google and BING image search. This motivated
us to build an automated program to jointly cleanse and
extract the categorized objects from noisy Web image
collections.
On the other hand, most previous works on segmentation
of categorized objects only utilized appearance [3]–[5], [8] or
shape [1], [7] cues as consistency constraints on foreground
objects across the image set. Some of these methods attempted
to automatically learn a template for object [2] from the
image collection. While some others resorted to labeled pixels
for foregound/background modeling [5], [9]. Most of these
previous works neglected beneficial high level information,
such as spatial context, across the image set. Context comes
with a variety of forms, e.g., different parts of an object
can be context to each other, and it can be referred to
as Gestalt laws in middle level knowledge regarding intraobject configurations and inter-object relationships. Intuitively,
they should provide valuable information for object segmentation and recognition [6], [10]–[15], especially when one
tries to jointly extract the categorized objects from a set of
images.
We extend the auto-context model originally proposed by
Tu [12] to simultaneously extract the categorized objects from
a set of images. Tu [12] learned the auto-context model from
a large number of images with pixel-wise labels. Previously,
Wang et al. [13] incorporated it in an energy minimization
framework for automatic object of interest extraction from a
single image, where the auto-context model was iteratively
estimated from a single image. In contrast, in our new
approach, the auto-context model is trained on all images
of the image collection without using any pixel-wise labels.
It is able to exploit a large amount of contextual information from the image collection, which facilitates more robust
object/background segmentation.
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The recently proposed OPTIMOL [16] system is capable
of automatically collecting a large number of categorized
images and learning the object category model from noisy
Web images. It can provide a category label for each image,
and a bounding box indicating the location and size of the
object for each categorized image. Our proposed work goes
one step further to directly segment a categorized object from
a noisy Web image collection.
Our objective is to achieve an automated system to jointly
extract and recognize categorized objects from noisy Web
image collections. Our proposed method concurrently learns
an object segmentation model, which can automatically extract
the target categorized object from a collection of images, and
an object category recognition model, which operates on either
the segmented object regions, or the whole image. These two
models are learned under a co-training framework, where they
mutually enhance each other in an iterative fashion. Intuitively,
a good object category model helps remove outlier images
from the noisy Web image collection and hence facilitates
building better object segmentation model. On the other hand,
a good object segmentation model largely removes the cluttered background and in turn can help learn better object
category model.
The input to our co-training framework is a collection of
noisy Web images (e.g., “lotus flower” obtained by Google
image search), the top ranked first dozens of images are
first selected to be put in the categorized image collection,
which will grow along the co-training process. We found the
top ranked first dozens of images from the text query rarely
contain any outlier/noisy images, hence they provide a good
initialization of a clean categorized image collection. Starting
from this initial categorized image collection, we learn an
object segmentation model by interleaving the learning of
an auto-context model [12] inside an iterative energy based
segmentation algorithm using graph cut (i.e., min-cut/maxflow) [17], [18]. Similar algorithms have been proposed
by Wang et al. [13], [19] for automatic object of interest
extraction from both single image and a clean collection of
categorized images. The learned object segmentation model
will automatically segment the target categorized objects
from all images in the categorized image collection. A
bag-of-words [16], [20] based object category recognition
model is then learned from the extracted foreground masks
of the target object to help identify true positives from the
rest of the noisy Web image collection.
Those images in the noisy Web image collection but not
in the categorized collection that are predicted with high
confidence from the learned category model to be true positives of the target category will be added into the categorized image collection. The object segmentation model is
then incrementally updated with the augmented categorized
collection. This co-training process alternates between the
learning of these two models until they stabilize, at which
point no more images will be added to the categorized collection. The final output of this co-training framework includes
an object segmentation model, an object category recognition model, and a segmented, denoised collection of categorized images from the original noisy Web image collection.
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of our co-training framework for automated joint
segmentation and recognition of categorized objects from noisy Web image
collection.

Fig. 1 presents the overall computational flow of our
co-training framework.
Our motivation is to build the enabling technologies to
automatically extract and recognize categorized objects from
a noisy Web image collection. We highlight our key contributions as follows:
• We proposed a co-training framework to jointly learn an
object segmentation model and a category recognition
model, which simultaneously filters out outlier images
from the noisy Web image collection and extracts the
target categorized objects from the filtered image collection. To the best of our knowledge, such a co-training
framework has not be presented in previous work before.
• Based on the co-training framework and combining it
with several useful heuristics, we proposed an automatic
approach to address the problem of co-segmentation of
categorized objects from noisy Web image collections.
• To fully evaluate the proposed method, we collected
a thirty category noisy Web image collection through
modern image search engine with ground-truth category
labels and pixel level labels of the foreground mask of
the target object inside each of the images. We will make
this dataset publicly available to the community.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II we discuss related work. In Section III we
present an overview of our co-training framework at the system
level. In Section IV we present the detailed formulation of the
proposed co-training framework, including the pre-filtering of
the noisy Web images, the learning of the object segmentation
model with an embedded auto-context model, and the learning
of the category recognition model. In Section V we present
the 30 categories of labeled noisy Web image collections we
gathered, along with the detailed experiments and discussions.
Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we review related work in cleansing Web
images, segmentation of categorized objects, object category
recognition, and joint segmentation and recognition.
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A. Cleansing Web Images
There is considerable previous work on cleansing image
sets from the raw output of image search engines, either in
an interactive fashion [21], [22] or in an automatic way [16],
[23]–[25]. Their main goal is to gather a large number of high
quality images of a specified object category from the Web for
visual concept learning by removing irrelevant images from
image search results. The interactive methods [21], [22] are
capable of building large collections of images with ground
truth labels, but they depend heavily on human efforts. Most of
the automatic methods [16], [23], [24] leverage an object category model trained on text and/or visual features to distinguish
images with high confidence from outliers. In [25], a scheme
named ARTEMIS was proposed to enhance automatic selection of training images from noisy user-tagged Web images
using an instance-weighted mixture modeling framework.
Compared to the above methods, our approach is fully
automatic without any user intervention, and its benefits are
two-fold: 1) we first employ both text-based and visualbased image filtering to remove the illustration images, which
have obvious differences with the images of the target object
category in terms of text and visual features, and 2) we
then remove the remaining difficult outliers by an object
category model, which is trained on the categorized image
collection and its segmentations. Moreover, the object category
model is updated and strengthened with the expansion of the
categorized image collection.
B. Segmentation of Categorized Objects
A number of approaches recently have focused on simultaneous segmentation of categorized objects from a set of
images, through either supervised learning [5], [8], [9] or
unsupervised learning [1]–[4], [6], [7]. Most of them model the
appearance cues [3]–[5], [8], and/or the object shape [1], [7]
or subspace structure [8] across the image set. The supervised methods [5], [8], [9] estimated appearance models for
foreground object through labeled pixels obtained from user
interactions. In unsupervised methods, the aim is to automatically segment the different instances of an object from a set
of images.
Among the unsupervised methods, the style of alternating between learning a categorized object model and jointly
extracting the target categorized objects in all images is closest
to our work [1]–[3], [7]. In [7], the categorized object model
was trained on appearance and shape of the target object
category. Arora et al. [2] learned a consistent template based
on location and appearance across all images, and the segmentation of the images was individually estimated. Winn and
Joijc [1] used a generative probabilistic model by incorporating
shape, edge and color cues, and made an assumption on object
shape consistency. In addition to these visual cues leveraged
in the previous methods, our proposed method also models the
contextual cue to facilitate more robust segmentation. Besides,
we explicitly address the issue when there are outlier images
presented in the categorized image collection, while previous
works all assumed that images from the categorized image
collection all contain the target object.

Our object segmentation model is cast into an energy
minimization framework with an embedded auto-context
model [12]. Energy minimization on Markov Random Fields
provides a standard framework to extract an object from a
single image [13], [17], [26]–[32], and they may be further
extended to extract the target objects from a collection of
images one by one. However, because of the single image
modeling, they only model various visual cues such as appearance [17], [26], [27], shape [31], and context [13] confined in a
single image. Some of these previous works also made strong
assumption on where the target objects are located [27]–[30],
such as the center of the image. Important contextual information across the image collection is neglected. Therefore, in our
formulation, we embed an auto-context model into an energy
minimization framework, which is automatically trained on
all images to effectively exploit the rich spatial contextual
information presented across the image collection.
Our research is also related to object cosegmentation
[33]–[40], where the appearance consistency of the foreground
objects across the image collection is exploited to benefit
object segmentation. The goal of cosegmentation is to simultaneously segment a specific object from two or more images,
it is assumed that all images contain that object. Among
these, there are a number of recent works [35], [38]–[40]
that consider interleaving cosegmentation and discriminative
learning in an unsupervised fashion, while considering diverse
object instances from the same category. There are also several
cosegmentation methods [41], [42] that further conduct the
cosegmentation of multiple objects of multiple categories, in
which they assumed that each image should contain at least
one object among the multiple categories. In contrast, we try
to cosegment a collection of categorized images with different
object instances of an unknown category, and some of the
outlier images may not contain the categorized object at all.
C. Category Recognition
The goal of image category recognition is to predict whether
an image belongs to a certain category. There are a number
of recent works on category recognition using various models,
such as part-based models [43], [44] and bag-of-words models [16], [20], [45]–[47]. It is out of the scope of our paper to
discuss all of them.
A lot of methods based on bag-of-words model have shown
impressive results on image recognition in many settings [16],
[47]–[49], and provide several advantages over traditional
approaches of matching local features [50]. Such models are
efficient due to the structure free representation of images and
objects with dense patches [45]. Hence, due to its simplicity
and efficacy, in our case of joint segmentation and recognition
of categorized objects from noisy Web image collections, the
bag-of-words model is selected as our object category model
to recognize categorized images from noisy Web images. It
is trained using histogram intersection kernel SVM due to its
success in recognition [51], [52].
D. Joint Segmentation and Recognition
Joint segmentation and recognition of a categorized object
from a single image or an image collection has been
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TABLE I
T HE W ORKFLOW OF O UR C O -T RAINING F RAMEWORK FOR AUTOMATED
J OINT S EGMENTATION AND R ECOGNITION OF C ATEGORIZED
O BJECTS F ROM N OISY W EB I MAGE C OLLECTION

extensively studied in recent years [4], [10], [53], [54].
They either require a large number of labeled examples to train
a generative model by jointly modeling shape and texture [10]
for automatic object recognition and segmentation, or resort to
integrating multiple segmentations [53] or regions of similar
appearances [4], [54] to achieve robust object recognition and
segmentation.
In contrast, our approach works in a weakly supervised
fashion without the need of using manually labeled data,
while using the labeled data produced from the execution
of our approach. Specifically, the two tasks of segmentation
and recognition are cast into a unified co-training framework,
and are synergistically learned. In particular, segmentation can
provide recognition with accurate labels to train an effective object category model, while recognition can provide
the segmentation with accurate categorized images to ensure
both the segmentation accuracies of the categorized objects
and the efficacy of the auto-context model embedded in the
segmentation model.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE F RAMEWORK
The overall framework of our approach is illustrated in
Fig. 1 and Table I. Starting from a seed image or a few keywords, we first pre-filter the noisy Web images obtained from
the Internet through image search engines to build a candidate
Web image collection of the target visual concept, and also
obtain a rejected image set with outlier images which are not
associated with the target concept (detailed in Section IV-A).
Due to the fact that the top ranked first several dozens of
images in the candidate Web image collection are almost
always in the same category, we initialize the categorized
image collection with these images. We then jointly extract
the categorized objects from the categorized image collection
(see Section IV-B), learn an object segmentation model with
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an embedded auto-context model from all these images (see
Section IV-C), and learn an object category model (detailed in
Section IV-D) based on all segmented images, by progressively
expanding the categorized image collection with images from
the candidate Web image collection.
To proceed, we pick several new images from the rest
of the candidate Web image collection, and use our learned
object category classifier to recognize them. We reject the
outlier images which are predicted to be negative with high
confidence and add them to the rejected image set; accept the
images predicted to be positive with high confidence from the
object category model and add them to the categorized image
collection. We then jointly extract the objects from all images
in the augmented image collection, and incrementally update
the object segmentation model with the embedded auto-context
model, and the object category model.
This process alternates between segmenting the collected
categorized images and recognizing new categorized images
from the rest of the candidate Web image collection, until we
cannot find any more positive images from the candidate Web
image collection. Finally, we can obtain a categorized image
collection and its segmentations, an object segmentation model
with an embedded auto-context model which can help extract
the categorized objects, and an object category model of the
target object concept which can be used to identify new images
in the target category and reject those are not.
IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we present the details of our co-training
framework, including the pre-filtering of noisy Web images,
the object segmentation model, and the object category recognition model.
A. Pre-Filtering the Noisy Web Image Collection
The noisy Web images obtained through an Internet search
often contain some illustration images, such as pencil, drawing, sketch, tattoo, symbol images, etc., and most of them
are characterized by a keyword in the accompanying captions
or a distinctive intensity distribution. Thus, we leverage both
text-based and visual-based image filtering to remove the
corresponding illustration images.
For the text-based filtering, we process the captions to
remove stop words and stem the remaining words using
Porter stemmer [55]. Then, we directly reject the images
whose accompanying captions contain the following stemmed
keywords, i.e., “draw”, “sketch”, “tattoo”, “graph”, “plot”,
“symbol”, “map”, “chart”, “paint”, “abstract”, “origami” and
“watercolor”. The rejected images by text-based image filtering for category of lotus flower are presented in Fig. 12.
For the visual-based filtering, we simply use the intensity
histogram to reject the drawing and symbolic images, as
they are characterized by a distinctive intensity distribution.
In our approach, the histogram is computed on all intensity
values from 0 to 255. The image whose number of bins with
a value larger than 6% of the maximum bin value of the
histogram is less than 60 is rejected as illustration image.
Fig. 2 gives the comparison of intensity histograms between
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Fig. 2. Comparison of intensity histograms between a natural image and a
drawing image. The red line corresponds to 6% of the maximum bin value
of the histogram. Note that only the bin values at intensities of 0, 254 and
255 are above the red line for the drawing image.

a natural image and a drawing image. The rejected images by
visual-based image filtering for category of lotus flower are
presented in Fig. 13. Finally, a candidate Web image collection
Na
A = {Ai }i=1
including Na images, and a rejected image set
Nr
including Nr noisy images are obtained.
R = {Ri }i=1
B. Segmentation of Categorized Objects
Our segmentation of categorized objects from an image
collection is cast into an energy minimization framework.
Suppose we have collected a categorized image collection
K
I = {Ik }k=1
including K categorized images, where Ik is the
kth image. Our objective is to simultaneously find an image
K
for all images in the collection I,
labeling set L = {Lk }k=1
where Lk = {L kp | p ∈ Ik } is the labeling for image Ik , and
L kp ∈ {0, 1} denotes a binary label for each pixel p in image
Ik , 0/1 correspond to background/foreground, respectively.
Then, our energy function for segmentation of categorized
objects becomes


C p (L kp ) +
D p (L kp )
E(L) =

λ ≥ 0 weights the relative importance between the data term
and the spatial prior term.
Due to the unknown auto-context model and appearance
model, an iterative optimization process is needed to achieve
an automated program to extract categorized objects from the
image collection, and learn the appearance and auto-context
models on the fly. Hence, we first initialize the segmentations
of the images by using a generic visual saliency model [57],
and they together are used to train the initial Boosting classifier
of the auto-context model. Meanwhile, we train an appearance
model and compute the spatial prior term for each image
according to its initial segmentation. We then concurrently
minimize the energy function in Eq(1) for each image using
graph-cut (i.e., min-cut/maxflow) [17], [18].
All the new segmentations along with the discriminative
probability maps estimated by the auto-context model are then
utilized to update the image independent auto-context model
(detailed below). Naturally, the contextual information existed
in all images of the image collection can be employed for the
segmentation of each image. The new segmentation of each
image serves to update the corresponding image dependent
appearance model and spatial prior term. This process iterates
until convergence, which returns not only all the objects
extracted from all images in the image collection, but also
an object segmentation model with an embedded auto-context
model automatically learned from all images.
C. Auto-Context Model

We leverage an auto-context model originally proposed by
Tu [12] and later extended by Wang et al. [13] for automatic
object extraction from images. The auto-context model builds
a multi-layer Boosting classifier on image features and context
p∈Ik
p∈I

features surrounding a pixel to predict if this pixel is associated
+λ
ω pq δ(L kp , L kq ), k = 1, . . . , K ,
(1) with the target concept, where subsequent layer is working
( p,q)∈Nk
on the probability maps from the previous layer. Please refer


where p∈I C p (L kp ) and p∈Ik D p (L kp ) compose the data to [12] and [13] to check the details of the auto-context
term, denoting the cost for assigning label L kp to pixel p model. Here, the auto-context model is embedded in the
of image Ik from an auto-context model and
an appearance energy minimization formulation, and trained on all images
of the categorized image collection in the automatic process
model, respectively. The subscript p ∈ I in
p∈I C p (L kp )
denotes that the auto-context model is learned from all of segmentation of categorized objects.
In the first round of our iterative learning process, the
images of the categorized image collection I, thus it is
training
set for the auto-context model is built on all images
image independent. This is the major difference compared
of
the
image
collection I as
to the image dependent auto-context model in [13], in which
0
the auto-context model is 
learned on a single target image.
)| p ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K },
S1 = {(L 0kp , Okp
The subscript p ∈ Ik in
p∈Ik D p (L kp ) denotes that the
0
0
appearance model is updated only based on the single target where L kp ∈ Lk denotes the initial binary label for pixel p
image Ik , thus it is image dependent, which is the same as of image Ik , and L0k = {L 0kp | p ∈ Ik } is the initial segmenthe image dependent one built 
in [13] by fusing the color tation map for image Ik obtained by jointly using a visual
saliency model [57] and an adaptive selection mechanism
and intensity cues. Moreover,
( p,q)∈Nk ω pq δ(L kp , L kq ) is
0 ∈ O0 denotes the structured patches of
the spatial prior term to encourage the labels (i.e., L kp and designed in [13]. Okp
k
L kq ) of neighboring pixels (i.e., p and q) to be consistent, the auto-context model centered at pixel p of image Ik , and
0 | p ∈ I } are the structured patches of all sample
where Nk is the set of neighboring pixels in image Ik . ω pq O0k = {Okp
k
is computed based on the edge probability map from Martin pixels for image Ik , which are sampled from the discriminative
et al. [56], and δ(L kp , L kq ) is a Dirac delta function. The probability map P0k of image Ik .
Here, we directly use the saliency map generated by a
subscript ( p, q) ∈ Nk denotes that the spatial prior term is
computed from the target single image Ik , thus it is image visual saliency model [57] as the initial probability map
0 | p ∈ I } for each image I . The saliency values are
dependent and the same as the one in [13]. The parameter P0k = { pkp
k
k
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Fig. 3. From left to right: the categorized image collection, its segmentation
maps and discriminative probability maps. The sampling structure of the autocontext model is illustrated on the probability maps.

used as the discriminative probabilities, and the probabilities of
the structured patches centered at pixel p denote the contextual
cue for pixel p. The segmentation maps, the discriminative
probability maps and the sampling structure of the autocontext model are illustrated in Fig. 3.
After the first classifier is learned on the probabilities of structured patches sampled on the probability maps
K
across the image collection I, the learned
P 0 = {P0k }k=1
classifier outputs the new discriminative probability map
1 | p ∈ I } for each image I . The auto-context model
P1k = { pkp
k
k
C p (L kp ) in Eq(1) is then updated as
1
C 1p (L 1kp ) = pkp
= p(L 1kp |O0 ),

C 1p (L 1kp ) = 1, ∀ p ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K .

Fig. 4.

The iterative learning process of the auto-context model.

(2)

L 1kp
K denotes the structured patches set across
where O0 = {O0k }k=1
the image collection I.
From the second round of the iterative learning process, we
construct the training set as
1
)| p ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K },
S2 = {(L 1kp , Okp
1 ∈ O1 denotes the structured patches of the autowhere Okp
k
context model centered at pixel p of image Ik , which are
sampled from the new discriminative probability map P1k
produced from the previous round.
Then a new classifier is trained on the probabilities of
structured patches of auto-context model sampled on the disK
across the image
criminative probability maps P 1 = {P1k }k=1
collection I. The auto-context model is then updated as
follows
2
C 2p (L 2kp ) = pkp
= p(L 2kp |O1 ),

C 2p (L 2kp ) = 1, ∀ p ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K .

(3)

Fig. 5.

The training process of the object category model.

L 2kp
2 denotes the probability on the new discriminative
where pkp
probability map P2k of image Ik .
This process iterates until convergence, where the discriminative probability maps are not changing anymore. Actually, in
our formulation, the auto-context model is seamlessly updated
with the iterative energy minimization of Eq(1). We outline the
iterative process of the auto-context model in Fig. 4.

D. Categorized Images Recognition
We leverage a bag-of-words model [20], [45] as the
object category model to recognize categorized images while

rejecting the outlier/noisy images. Suppose we have collected a
K including K images,
categorized image collection I = {Ik }k=1
and have extracted the objects from them. A rejected image
Ni
including Ni noisy images is also collected.
set R = {Ri }i=1
The training process of the object category model is summarized in Fig. 5. We first compute the SIFT descriptors [50]
on a regular grid [45] across each categorized image Ik and
each noisy image Ri . The SIFT descriptors computed on the
image collection I and the rejected image set R are then
clustered into visual words by using k-means, and the visual
words to form a visual word vocabulary. We then compute
the histogram of visual words from each image Ik , each
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foreground of the image given the visual word vocabulary. The
histograms are classified by the learned object category classifier, and the category decisions of the images are obtained.
We simply reject the noisy images and add them to the
rejected image set R; and accept the categorized images to
the categorized image collection I.
1) Histogram Intersection Kernel SVM: The fast HIKSVM
proposed in [51] is leveraged to train our object category
classifier. It is proven to be an efficient learning algorithm
for such a recognition task. We use the histograms of visual
N , where
words and their labels as training data {(xi , yi )}i=1
xi = (x i (1), . . . , x i (n)), yi ∈ {−1, +1}. With SVM, we maximize the following quadratic problem
Fig. 6.

The testing process of the object category model.

W (α) =
object extracted from image Ik , each background extracted
from image Ik , and each noisy image Ri , respectively. Each
histogram can be regarded as a representation for the corresponding image/object/background. The histograms of all
images in the collection I and all objects extracted from the
collection I are treated as positive training examples; while the
histograms of all backgrounds extracted from the collection I
and all noisy images of the rejected image set R are treated
as negative training examples. Finally, an object category
classifier is trained on the histograms for the target category
using a histogram intersection kernel SVM (HIKSVM) [51].
Note that we use the histograms of the objects segmented
from the categorized image collection I and all images in
the categorized image collection I, instead of only the histograms of all images in the categorized image collection I,
as positive training examples; and we use the histograms of the
backgrounds segmented from the categorized image collection
I and all noisy images of the rejected image set R, instead of
only the histograms of all noisy images of the rejected image
set R, as negative training examples. This way, the positive
and negative training examples are both more representative,
and the differences between the proportions of the positive and
negative training examples to all the training examples can be
smaller. The reasons are that 1) the objects extracted from the
categorized image collection are almost always on the ground
truth segmentation foregrounds, 2) the backgrounds extracted
from the categorized image collection are almost always not on
the ground truth foregrounds, 3) the images of the categorized
image collection indeed contain the target objects and thus can
provide obvious distinction from the outliers, although they are
surrounded by the backgrounds, and 4) the vast majority of
the noisy images of the rejected image set are outlier images.
Therefore, the object category recognition model trained by
using the object segmentation results can have strong capability to differentiate the categorized images from the outlier
images, and this will be validated in Section V-E.
The testing process of the object category model is summarized in Fig. 6. As we pick several new images from
the candidate Web image collection A, we first segment
them respectively using the energy minimization based object
segmentation model. We then compute the SIFT descriptors,
and compute the histogram of visual words for each extracted
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where k(xi , x j ) is the histogram intersection kernel.
Let histogram xl : l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} denote the support vector, and the decision function is sign(h(x)), where
h(x) =
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The histogram
intersection kernel k(x, xl ) is defined as

k(x, xl ) = ni=1 min(x(i ), xl (i )), and h(x) becomes
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Then, a trick can be used for intersection kernel to reduce
the cost of kernel computation. Specifically, the summations
in Eq(6) can be exchanged to obtain
h(x) =
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Rewriting the function h(x) as the sum of the individual
functions, h i , one for each dimension, where
h i (x(i )) =
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αl yl min(x(i ), xl (i ))
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To be noted that the terms
α
y
are
independent
of
the
input data and depend
xl (i)≥x(i) l l
only on the support vectors and α. Thus, we can sort the
support vector values in each coordinate, and precompute
them. Finally, the runtime complexity of computing h(x) is
O(n log m) as opposed to O(nm).
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TABLE III
S EGMENTATION A CCURACIES OF O UR M ETHODS AND 8 O THER
M ETHODS T ESTED ON W EIZMANN H ORSE DATASET [58]

W EIZMANN H ORSE D ATASET [58].

V. E XPERIMENTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present the experimental results and discussions. We start by the evaluation of our object segmentation
algorithm on three segmentation benchmarks in Section V-A.
Our 30-categories image dataset is introduced in Section V-B.
We proceed to discuss the implementation details of our
approach in Section V-C, the evaluation of pre-filtering the
noisy Web images in Section V-D, and the evaluation of our
approach on the 30-categories of noisy Web image collections
in Section V-E.

Fig. 7. Comparison results of our method with [37] on Weizmann horse
dataset [58]. 1st and 4th columns: original images. 2nd and 5th columns:
segmentation results from [37]. 3rd and 6th columns: segmentation results by
our object segmentation method.

A. Evaluation of Our Object Segmentation Algorithm
Before testing our full approach on the task of joint
extraction and recognition of categorized objects from noisy
Web image collections, we first evaluate our object segmentation algorithm on the Weizmann horse dataset [58], MSRC
dataset [10] and iCoseg dataset [36].
1) Evaluation on Weizmann Horse Dataset: The Weizmann
horse dataset [58] consists of 328 complex horse images
along with manually annotated label maps. We implement
two versions of our method, one segments all the images
simultaneously using the auto-context model learned from all
images of the categorized image collection, and the other
segments the images one by one using the auto-context model
learned from the single target image, as presented in [13].
We compute the average F-measure on the entire dataset,
and compare it with various methods, including Tu [12] and
Ren et al. [59]. The F-measure is the harmonic mean of recall
and precision calculated on the foreground pixels, i.e.,
2 · Recall · Pr eci si on
.
Recall + Pr eci si on
As shown in Table II, the average F-measure of our object
segmentation method is 0.872, which outperforms Tu’s
method [12], Ren et.al’s method [59], and our single object
extraction method [13]. Our method performed better as we
combined appearance based segmentation with an auto-context
model learned from all images in the target image collection,
which can capture the contextual information across the whole
dataset.
We also compute the average segmentation accuracy, and
compare it with GrabCut [27], 4 different object segmentation
methods [1], [4], [7], [60] and 3 cosegmentation methods [37],
[39], [40]. The segmentation accuracy is measured by the
ratio of the number of pixels classified correctly as either
foreground or background in agreement with the ground truth
segmentation to the total number of pixels. It is calculated as,
F − measur e =

Accur acy =

Nseggt
,
Nt ot al

Fig. 8. 1st and 4th columns: images from Weizmann horse dataset [58]. 2nd
and 5th columns: segmentation results by using the auto-context model learned
from the single target image. 3rd and 6th columns: segmentation results by
using the single auto-context model learned from all images of the dataset.

where the numerator denotes the number of pixels of the
intersection of the segmentation result and the ground truth
segmentation, and the denominator denotes the total number
of pixels of the target image. In Table III, the average
segmentation accuracy of our object segmentation method
outperforms [4], [7], [13], [27], [37], [39], [40], and compares
competitively with LOCUS [1]. Note that the accuracy of our
method is lower than [60], and this may be explained by the
fact that [60] has strong ability of encouraging segmentation
of images along boundaries of homogeneous color/texture. We
plan to incorporate such constraints in the proposed framework
in the future. We also give some sample comparison results
of our method with [37] in Fig. 7. The results show that both
our method and [37] suffer from cluttered background, but our
method works better than [37] when the object and background
have distinctive difference in color.
We also present some comparison results obtained by two
versions of our method in Fig. 8, which clearly demonstrate
that the single auto-context model learned from all images of
the dataset is more effective than the one learned from the
single target image.
In addition, some object segmentation results are presented
in Fig. 9. It is shown that our method is able to extract the
intact horses, even in the case of large changes in shape, color
and backgrounds.
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TABLE IV
S EGMENTATION A CCURACIES OF O UR M ETHOD AND 4 O THER
C OSEGMENTATION M ETHODS ON MSRC DATASET [10]

Fig. 9.

Some object segmentation results on Weizmann horse dataset [58].

TABLE V
S EGMENTATION A CCURACIES OF O UR M ETHOD AND 5 O THER
C OSEGMENTATION M ETHODS ON iC OSEG D ATASET [36]

Fig. 10. Comparison results of our method with [8] on MSRC dataset [10].
The 1, 3 and 5 columns are segmentation results from [8]; the 2, 4 and 6
columns are our results.

2) Evaluation on MSRC Dataset: The MSRC dataset [10]
contains 20 categories of single object with about 30 images in
each category. We simultaneously segment the images of each
category using our object segmentation method, and compute
the average segmentation accuracy for each category.
We also compare our method with 4 other cosegmentation
methods [8], [35], [37], [38]. Table IV summarizes the average
segmentation accuracies of our method and 4 other methods.
The results show that our method is superior on 4 categories
(car, cow, flower and plane), but does not outperform the other
methods on other 4 categories (bird, cat, dog and sheep). The
bird category has large intra-class variability, especially in
color and shape, thus it is difficult to segment the birds. The
low accuracy on cat is because the cats contain strong edges
inside their bodies, and some of them have very similar color
with the background. The low accuracy on the dog category is
because the dogs have large shape deformations and viewpoint
changes. The accuracy on sheep category is slightly lower
because our method sometimes fails to segment the legs and
feet of the sheep.
In addition, some comparison results of our method with [8]
are shown Fig. 10. The results showed that our method can
segment the intact sheep out, and can work well on flowers and
planes which have complex shape and strong color contrast
with the backgrounds.
3) Evaluation on iCoseg Dataset: The iCoseg dataset introduced in [36] consists of 38 categories of images with hand
labeled pixel-wise segmentation ground truth for each image.
For each category, we simultaneously segment all the images
using our object segmentation method, and compute the average segmentation accuracy. We also compare our method with
5 other cosegmentation methods [8], [35], [37], [38], [40]. We
present the average segmentation accuracies of our method and
5 other methods in Table V. Our object segmentation method

performs better in 7 out of 14 categories, and is on par with
the best for 2 other categories. For 5 categories, other methods
are clearly better than ours. We discuss the reasons as follows.
The balloons are difficult to segment well due to the dramatic variations in size. The accuracy on the elephant category
is low because the foreground objects have similar appearance
distributions with the backgrounds, and the backgrounds are
cluttered. For the panda category, the images are complex due
to the strong edges inside the objects. The skating category
is difficult to segment since all the skaters are considered as
objects, and they have dramatic deformations and appearance
changes. The stone 2 category contains images with difficult
lighting conditions. These results show that our method may
not work well in cases that the objects undergo dramatic
variations in shape, size and lighting, or have similar color
with the backgrounds. We will further address these issues in
our future research.
In summary, as the results on the Weizmann horse dataset,
MSRC dataset and iCoseg dataset have shown, our object
segmentation method has the ability to segment the objects
with moderate variations in color, pose, viewpoint and
object shape on most of the datasets, but has encountered some
difficulties when dealing with objects which have very similar
appearance with the backgrounds, or objects which are subject
to dramatic deformations in shape and size, or objects which
contain strong edges inside them.
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B. Our 30-Categories Image Dataset
To evaluate the efficacy of our proposed approach and to
establish a benchmark for future research, we have downloaded 30 categories of 15, 634 Web images from Google
image search, which include a large number of outlier/noisy
images.
We first provide a seed image as the query into an image
search engine (e.g., Google image search) to conduct an
image-based search, it returns a large set of similar images and
a best guess of the object category of the seed image based
on the search results. Our goal is to harvest images from the
Internet with maximum diversity, while the returned similar
images have limited diversity. Thus, we treat the best guess
as the category of the image and subsequently conduct a textbased image search through Google image search. Finally, a
large set of images with high diversity and the accompanying
captions can be obtained. If the inputs are a few keywords
instead of a seed image, we directly conduct a text-based
image search to collet a set of Web images. In support of the
final evaluation of our end-to-end system, we manually assign
each image a category label (e.g., accordion) denoting whether
the image is in the target category, and also manually give the
pixel-wise ground truth foreground labels for each categorized
image.
In total, we collect an image dataset of 30 categories, and
give the names of the 30 categories in Table VI. The number
of all Web images, the number of positive (categorized) Web
images and the precision for each category are also shown
in Table VI. The precision is the percentage of the number
of positive images to the number of all images. Examples
of hand-annotated ground truth labels for images of all
30 categories are shown in Fig. 11. This dataset will be made
publicly available to facilitate future research.
C. Implementation Details of Our Approach
Provided with a seed image or a few keywords, we
first download a set of Web images from the Internet and
pre-filter them by jointly using text-based and visual-based
image filtering. When finished, we obtain a candidate Web
Na
including Na images, and a
image collection A = {Ai }i=1
Nr
rejected image set R = {Ri }i=1 including Nr noisy images,
as described in Section IV-A.
Due to the fact that the top ranked 40 images of the
candidate Web image collection across different categories
are almost always in the target category, the categorized
K is initialized with the top ranked
image collection I = {Ik }k=1
40 images of the candidate Web image collection, i.e., K
is initialized to be 40, although other numbers can also be
used.
With the initial categorized image collection I, we extract
the objects from the categorized image collection, and also
train an object segmentation model with an embedded autocontext model on all images which can help extract the categorized objects, as described in Section IV-B and Section IV-C.
An object category model is then trained on the categorized
image collection I and its segmentations, and the rejected
image set R, as detailed in Section IV-D.

Fig. 11.

Examples of ground truth labels for images of all 30 categories.

We then pick 30 new images from the rest of the candidate
Web image collection A, and use the trained object category
classifier to classify them, as detailed in Section IV-D. Noisy
images identified by the object category recognition model are
directly rejected and added to the rejected image set R; the
images identified to be in the target category are accepted and
added to the categorized image collection I. The visual words
vocabulary is then updated with the updated categorized image
collection I and rejected image set R.
We proceed to jointly extract the objects from the updated
image collection I, and simultaneously update the object segmentation model. After we obtained the new segmentations,
the object category classifier is updated. This process iterates
until we finished all images of the candidate Web image
collection A, upon which no more images can be added to
the categorized image collection. This forms a closed-loop cotraining framework to automatically learn the object segmentation model and the object category recognition model.
To be noted that, both the auto-context model embedded
in the object segmentation and the object recognition
model are gradually enhanced with the iteration of our
approach, by adding several new images from the rest of the
candidate Web image collection. According to our empirical
observations, we pick 30 new images during each iteration
by considering both the efficacy and computational efficiency
of our approach.
D. Evaluation of Pre-Filtering the Noisy Web Images
By exploiting text-based and visual-based image filtering
described in Section IV-A, a number of noisy images are
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TABLE VI
S TATISTICS ON THE N OISY W EB I MAGE C OLLECTION , THE C ANDIDATE W EB I MAGE
C OLLECTION AND THE C ATEGORIZED I MAGE C OLLECTION

rejected from the downloaded Web images, and a candidate
Web image collection is built for each category. The number
of all images, the number of positive images, the precision
and the recall of the pre-filtering procedure for each candidate
Web image collection of the 30 categories and for the whole
dataset are shown in Table VI. The recall is the percentage
of the number of positive images in the candidate Web image
collection to the number of positive images in the original
noisy Web image collection. The precision of the candidate
Web image collection is significantly higher than the precision
of the original noisy Web image collection, and the recall
for each category is almost around 90%. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13
give some examples of the rejected images by text-based and
visual-based image filtering for the category of lotus flower,
respectively. They show that our text-based and visual-based
image filtering provides an effective method for an initial
cleansing of the noisy Web image collection, while has the
ability to retain most of the positive images.

Fig. 12. Examples of rejected images from the noisy Web image collection
by text-based image filtering for category of lotus flower.

E. Evaluation of Our Approach

Fig. 13. Examples of rejected images from the noisy Web image collection
by visual-based image filtering for category of lotus flower.

The number of all images, the number of positive
images, the precision and recall of our object recognition
algorithm for each categorized image collection of the
30 categories finally collected by our approach and for the
whole dataset are presented in Table VI. It shows that the precision of the collected categorized image collection is greatly
improved after being processed by our approach, and the

recall of our object category recognition algorithm is almost
above 90%.
Fig. 14 gives the numbers of categories for which the
precision are greater than 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% for the
original noisy Web image collection, the candidate Web image
collection and the categorized image collection, respectively.
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TABLE VII
R ECOGNITION P RECISION AND P RECISION OF THE C ATEGORIZED I MAGE
C OLLECTION FOR E ACH OF THE 30 C ATEGORIES BY U SING THE O BJECT
C ATEGORY M ODEL T RAINED T HROUGH T WO V ERSIONS . V-1 D ENOTES
T HAT THE O BJECT C ATEGORY M ODEL I S T RAINED J UST ON THE
C ATEGORIZED I MAGES AND THE N OISY I MAGES ; V-2 D ENOTES T HAT
THE O BJECT C ATEGORY M ODEL I S T RAINED ON THE C ATEGORIZED
I MAGES AND T HEIR S EGMENTATIONS , AND THE N OISY I MAGES
Fig. 14. The numbers of categories for which the precision and recall are
greater than 60%, 70%, 80% and 90%, respectively.

It also gives the numbers of categories for which the recall
are greater than 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% for the candidate
Web image collection and the categorized image collection,
respectively. As the experimental results shown, the numbers
of categories for which the precision are greater than 90% are
5, 12 and 25, respectively; the numbers for which the recall are
greater than 90% are 25 and 29, respectively. This manifests
that our approach is capable of cleansing the noisy Web
images while retaining most of the positive images to collect
a categorized image collection with foreground segmentation
masks.
It is worth noting that, the number of images of our collected
categorized image collection for each category is around 100
to 500, this is due to the fact that the number of Web images
we downloaded for each category is around 300 to 600.
Actually, we can collect more categorized images, as long as
we have downloaded more Web images.
1) Recognition Performance: To evaluate the recognition
performance of our method, we compute the average recognition precisions on all 30 categories in Table VII. The object
category model is trained with two variants of our proposed
method. In the first version, the object category model is
trained just on the categorized images and the noisy images.
In the second version, the object category model is trained
based on the categorized images and their segmentations
(i.e., foregrounds and backgrounds), and the noisy images,
which is exactly the one described in Section IV-D. The
major difference is whether the segmentations are employed
to train the object category model. As shown in Table VII,
the recognition precision is further improved by using the
segmentation results. This clearly manifests that having a
good foreground segmentation can have a considerable and
beneficial impact on recognition.
Table VII also presents the precision of the categorized
image collection for each of the 30 categories by using the
object category model trained through the aforementioned two
versions. It strongly demonstrates that our object category
model is able to identify the images in the target category
while excluding the outlier/noisy images, which benefited from
the object segmentation results.
2) Segmentation Performance: To quantitatively evaluate
the segmentation performance of our method, we compute
the average F-measure scores on all 30 categories, as shown
in Table VIII. We implement two versions of our method,
the first version is an incremental version of our method
(named as our incremental method), and the second version

is exactly the one we described above (named as our standard
method). The differences are that, 1) in the incremental
version, we pick one new image identified by the object
category model each time, and just segment the one image
based on an object segmentation model incrementally updated
with the target image; 2) in the standard version, we pick
30 images to the object category model each time, and
simultaneously segment all images of the categorized image
collection (consistently augmented with the accepted images)
based on an object segmentation model learned from the image
collection. The average F-measure scores of our standard
method significantly outperform our incremental method. This
shows the advantage of our object segmentation method and
the object segmentation model learned from the whole image
collection.
Moreover, in our approach, as the categorized image collection was augmented, we update the object segmentation
model with the embedded auto-context model from the whole
augmented image collection and proceed to simultaneously
segment the categorized objects from them, including the
images we have segmented before. This is because more
discriminative contextual information can be exploited from
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TABLE VIII
AVERAGE F-M EASURES FOR 30 C ATEGORIES BY U SING
T WO V ERSIONS OF O UR S EGMENTATION M ETHOD

Fig. 15. Average F-measures of the first 100 images for 5 categories varying
with the numbers of images of the categorized image collection.

the augmented categorized image collection, which can further
improve the segmentation on those images that we have
processed before. We present the average F-measures of the
first 100 images for 5 categories of images varying with
the numbers of images in the categorized image collection
segmented at each time in Fig. 15, and the segmentation results
obtained by our object segmentation method and the probability maps output by the last iteration of the auto-context model
of some example images varying with the augmentation of
the categorized image collection in Fig. 16. As demonstrated
by the average F-measures and the segmentation results, the
object segmentation model indeed can be strengthened while
learning the auto-context model from the augmented image
collection, and thus results in better segmentations; and as
shown in the probability maps, the auto-context model indeed
can be enhanced while exploiting the contextual information
from the augmented image collection, and thus results in better
estimations of the probability maps.
Fig. 17 gives some examples of segmented categorized
images of the 30 categories. The 1st and 2nd examples of
each category are the segmentation results on the first 2 images
of the categorized image collection; the 3rd example of each
category is the sample segmentation result on image with small
foreground object; and the 4th example of each category is the
sample failure segmentation result of the categorized image
collection. As the results in Table VIII and Fig. 17 shown,
our object segmentation method is capable of segmenting the

Fig. 16. The 1st and 3rd rows: the segmentation results obtained by our
object segmentation method, varying with the augmentation of the categorized
image collection, where the above numbers are the numbers of images of
the corresponding categorized image collection. The 2nd and 4th rows: the
probability maps output by the last iteration of the auto-context model, varying
with the augmentation of the categorized image collection. The example
images are from our 30-categories image dataset.

objects from general Web images with moderate variations
in color, size, pose, viewpoint, and shape on most of the
categories, but encounters difficulties when the objects have
very similar color with the backgrounds (e.g., the cruise and
tree frog), or exhibit dramatic variations in shape (e.g., the
eagle, elephant, and starfish) and size (e.g., the hummingbird),
or have very complex shape (e.g., the helicopter), or when
the background is very cluttered (e.g., the clownfish and
gecko).
3) Convergence Analysis: It may not be feasible to derive
a strict theoretic guarantee of the convergence of our object
segmentation method which is cast into an energy minimization framework, but empirically it always converges. In
our experiments, if the energy values of consecutive three
iterations satisfy both
E T −2 (L) − E T −1 (L)
< 0.01
E T −2 (L)
and
E T −1 (L) − E T (L)
< 0.01,
E T −1 (L)
the iteration will terminate on the T th iteration. We present
the trend of the energy function on the first 40 images on
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Some examples of the segmentation results on the 30 categories.

6 categories of our 30-categories image dataset in Fig. 18.
According to the experimental results, each step of the
energy minimization ensures that the energy in Eq(1) is nonincreasing, and the energy function always converges within
10 iterations.

4) Initialization Impact: To illustrate the impact of the
initialization on the performance of the auto-context model and
also our object segmentation method, we present the intermediate probability maps output by the auto-context model and
the intermediate segmentation results obtained by our object
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mainly from the segmented categorized images. Empirical results on four datasets demonstrated the advantage of our
proposed method.
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Fig. 18. Energy values in the iterative process of energy minimization on
the first 40 images for 6 categories of our 30-categories image dataset.
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